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a b s t r a c t 

Three-dimensional (3D) bioprinting has emerged as a promising approach for engineering functional tissues and 

organs by layer-by-layer precise positioning of biological materials, living cells, and biochemical components. 

Compared with nonbiological printing, 3D bioprinting involves additional complexities and technical challenges 

owing to the processing of living cells, such as the appropriate biomaterials that fulfill the requirements for 

both printability and functionality. In this review, we first introduce the development course of 3D bioprinting, 

highlighting innovative forms of living building blocks and advances in enabling techniques of 3D bioprinting. 

We then summarize the state-of-the-art advancements in 3D bioprinting for biomedical applications, including 

macroscale tissue or organ bioprinting, disease modeling, microphysiological systems, biobots, and bioprinting in 

space. Despite the rapid development of 3D bioprinting over the past decades, most 3D bioprinted tissue or organ 

constructs are still far from being suitable for clinical translation, and it is necessary for the field of bioprinting to 

shift its focus from shape mimicking towards functionality development. Therefore, we provide our perspectives 

on this burgeoning field with an emphasis on functional maturation post printing and translational applications 

at the bedside. 
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. Introduction 

Additive manufacturing, also known as three-dimensional (3D)

rinting, is a bottom-up manufacturing technique that involves deposit-

ng and accumulating raw materials with the assistance of software and

omputer numerical control (CNC) systems to fabricate physical objects

1] . It alleviates the limitations of conventional formative or subtrac-

ive processing methods for the fabrication of products with complex

eometries and heterogeneous compositions. Additionally, it shortens

rocessing procedure and reduces the cost of small batch or personal-

zed production [2] . To date, 3D printing has been used in numerous

reas, including manufacturing, architecture, energy, and healthcare. It

as attracted particular attention in the biomedical field, considering

he complexity and personalized nature of human tissues and diseases.

y modeling a tissue by image reconstruction following computerized

omography (CT) scan and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), person-

lized devices, including orthopedic devices and patient-matched im-

lants, can be 3D printed for surgical guidance and restorative purposes

3] . For example, in 2013, an infant with tracheobronchomalacia (TBM)

eceived a 3D-printed bioresorbable external airway splint and recov-
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red [4] . These developments in the 3D printing of nonliving constructs

ave prompted researchers to develop 3D bioprinting technology. Early

ork on 3D bioprinting mainly focused on printing acellular structures,

n which cells were seeded for in vitro culture or in vivo implantation;

owever, this approach has some limitations, including low seeding ef-

ciency [5] and difficulty in achieving heterogeneous cellular distribu-

ion. Alternatively, living cells can be directly encapsulated into a bioink

nd presented in the 3D bioprinting process, which in turn limits the di-

ect use of many traditional 3D printing technologies considering the

trict biocompatible requirements for both ink materials and processing

onditions. Hydrogels are commonly used as cell carriers to formulate

 bioink, as they can provide an aqueous environment for encapsulated

ells that mimic the extracellular matrix. With the urgent need for 3D

rinting of functional tissues, the focus of bioink development has re-

ently shifted from providing structural support to invoking tissue func-

ionality [6] . 

The definition of 3D bioprinting can be described as “the use of

omputer-aided transfer processes for patterning and assembling living

nd nonliving materials with a prescribed 2D or 3D organization to pro-

uce bioengineered structures serving in regenerative medicine, phar-
(Z. Xiong). 
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Fig. 1. The development of 3D printing 

technology in biomedical applications is 

divided into five stages according to the 

properties of the building blocks [1] . Re- 

produced with permission. Copyright 2020, 

IOP Publishing. 
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acokinetic and basic cell biology studies ” [7] . In the past two decades,

ifferent 3D bioprinting technologies have been developed with various

aterials, speeds, and accuracies [8] , which makes 3D bioprinting a

ersatile and powerful platform technology for numerous biomedical

pplications, including tissue engineering [9] , disease modeling [10] ,

nd drug screening [11] . For example, multi-material bioprinting and

icrofluidic printing have been developed to mimic the heterogeneity

nd gradients of native tissues [12] . A suspension printing strategy has

een proposed to expand the geometrical complexity of printed tissues

ased on extrusion printing [13] . A volumetric bioprinting strategy has

een developed with the ability to print large-scale tissue constructs

n seconds, which significantly increases the printing speed of current

ight projection-based printing [14] . Biomaterial-free bioinks such as

ell spheroids and organoids have been developed to achieve physi-

logically relevant cell density for tissue functionality [15] . In addi-

ion, several advanced bioprinting technologies, such as acoustic and

agnetic bioprinting, that remotely control cell patterning have also

merged [16] . 

Despite these considerable advances, most 3D-printed tissues are ei-

her in the preclinical state or far from translational application [17] .

he bioprinting of clinically relevant functional tissues faces significant

urdles, in particular: achieving tissue heterogeneity with controlled

istribution of multiple types of cells and biomaterials at the microscale

nd macroscale [1] ; developing of essential functional elements such as

asculature, innervation, and lymphatics; and achieving their integrat-

ng them with host tissues [18] . In this context, our review provides a

istorical overview of general 3D bioprinting technology, highlighting

he introduction of living cells in the manufacturing process. We then in-

roduce the most recent advances in innovative bioinks and bioprinting

echniques. Furthermore, we highlight the frontiers in the field towards

he next stage, including macroscale tissue or organ bioprinting, disease

odeling, microphysiological systems, biobots, and bioprinting in space

1] . Finally, we provide perspectives on the engineering of functional

issues or organs and their clinical applications. 

. Cells as Building Blocks for 3D Bioprinting: Progress of the Last

wo Decades 

.1. From nonliving to living building blocks 

According to the properties of raw materials and printed prod-

cts, the development of 3D printing technology in biomedical appli-

ations can be divided into five stages, from non-living to living build-
2 
ng blocks ( Fig. 1 ) [1] . The first stage is to print implements as surgi-

al models and in vitro medical devices, which do not interact with

he human body and thus do not require biocompatibility. The sec-

nd stage involves 3D printed permanent implants, such as hip replace-

ents and artificial knees, which requires some extent of biocompati-

ility but not necessarily degradability. The third stage involves typical

caffold-based tissue engineering, where a 3D printed construct serves

s a tissue scaffold for cell growth and tissue formation. Ideally, the

aterials used for tissue engineering scaffold fabrication should be bio-

ompatible, degradable, and absorbable, in line with the formation and

nfiltration of native tissues. In the fourth stage, living cells are directly

rinted as building blocks to engineer biomimetic tissues or organs. 3D

ioprinting allows for the direct fabrication of in vitro biological prod-

cts used in regenerative medicine and pharmaceuticals. Recently, 3D

rinting technology in biomedical applications has advanced into the

fth stage, in which organoids or micro-organs are engineered and as-

embled to generate complex in vitro living systems or microphysiolog-

cal systems. This review focuses on the fourth stage and beyond, where

he distinctive feature is the presence of living cells in the 3D printing

rocess. 

The first documented work on 3D bioprinting dates back to the early

000s. In 2003, Boland et al. from Clemson University used the inkjet

ioprinting technique to pattern protein and cell suspensions on a solid

urface by modifying a commercial inkjet printer; their modified inkjet

rinter is commonly considered as one of the first prototypes of 3D bio-

rinters [19] . Inkjet bioprinting, driven by either thermal or piezoelec-

ric actuators, has been widely used because of its high resolution, fast

peed, and low cost [20] . Laser-induced forward transfer (LIFT) technol-

gy is another early example of bioprinting that possesses the capabil-

ty to pattern living cells with micrometer-scale precision [21] . In 2004,

arron et al. greatly improved the LIFT technique and set up a bioprinter

alled the biological laser printer (BioLP) to print cell-laden droplets

n substrates with a spatial accuracy of 5 𝜇m and almost 100% cell

iability [22] . 

Extrusion-based 3D bioprinting techniques can be used to produce

issue constructs in vitro and in situ and are arguably the most com-

only used bioprinting strategies. In 2002, Landers et al. printed a

attice-structure scaffold with agar hydrogel followed by lyophilization;

owever, no cells were encapsulated in the hydrogel [23] . Tsinghua Uni-

ersity [24] and Drexel University [25] pioneered the work of extrusion-

ased bioprinting with cells ( Fig. 2 (a)). In 2005, Yan et al. from Tsinghua

niversity published their work on fabricating 3D liver tissue constructs

ith gelatin/chitosan and gelatin/alginate hydrogels using an indepen-
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Fig. 2. Representative early work on extrusion-based 3D bioprinting: (a) (i) The first-generation cell assembly printer developed by Tsinghua University in 2002, 

(ii) the printing process [24] . Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2005, SAGE; (b) 3D bioprinting of liver constructs with high cell viability and considerable 

biofunctionality using a cell assembly printer: (i) Schematic of the cell assembly system, (ii) top view and side view of a printed lattice structure with hepatocytes, (iii) 

external view of the printed lattice structure, (iv) immunocytochemistry for rat albumin, (v–vi) magnified view of (iv) [26] . Reproduced with permission. Copyright 

2005, Elsevier. 
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ently developed extrusion-based cell assembly printer ( Fig. 2 (b)) [26] .

igh cell viability (approximately 95%) and considerable tissue func-

ionality were observed in this study. In the same year, Khalil et al. from

rexel University developed a multinozzle printer that allowed for the

rop-on-demand and continuous deposition of cell-based bioinks [25] . 

In 2004, Boland et al. modified traditional stereolithography (SLA)

echnology to print living cells with a resolution of up to 150 𝜇m [27] .

n 2006, Itoga et al. developed a novel SLA printing approach called

igital light processing (DLP) bioprinting, which used a liquid crystal

isplay projector (LCDP) controlled by a computer instead of an expen-

ive photomask. Different from the point-by-point scanning approach of

onventional SLA technology, digital light processing (DLP) bioprinting

erforms in a layer-by-layer scanning fashion, which greatly increases

he printing speed and lowers the cost [28] . Since then, the biofabrica-

ion field has witnessed an explosive growth of DLP bioprinting technol-

gy. Chen et al. used a digital mirror device (DMD) to print a multilayer

omplex scaffold that be seeded with cells before or after processing

29] . 

Since the 2010s, explosive growth in bioprinting has been seen in

cademia and industry. In 2009, Organovo, Inc. launched the first com-

ercial 3D bioprinter based on the extrusion approach, which contin-

es to be one of the leading players in the field of 3D bioprinting. In

he same year, Biofabrication , the first peer-reviewed journal in the field

f 3D bioprinting and biofabrication, was launched by the Institute of

hysics (IOP) Publishing. In 2010, the International Society for Biofabri-

ation (ISBF) was established to accelerate the formation of biofabrica-

ion communities. As a representative pioneer in the field, Professor Wei

un is the Founding Editor-in-Chief of Biofabrication and the Founding

resident of ISBF. In the past decade, innovations in bioinks and 3D

ioprinting technologies have led to the rapid development of the bio-

rinting of human tissues such as skin [30] and cartilage [31] , which

ave progressed to the preclinical stage. However, the bioprinting of

omplex tissues such as the heart [32] and liver [33] at clinically rele-

ant scales still faces significant hurdles regarding physical biomimicry

geometrical complexity and heterogeneity) and biological functionality

e.g., vascularization and innervation). 
3 
.2. Innovative forms of living building blocks 

A bioink can be defined as “a formulation of cells suitable for process-

ng by an automated biofabrication technology that may also contain

iologically active components and biomaterials. ” A typical bioink used

n 3D bioprinting is a cell-laden hydrogel precursor solution, in which

ingle cells are dispersed homogeneously throughout [34] . The poly-

ers used to formulate a bioink can be natural, synthetic, or a combina-

ion of both, such as collagen [35] , gelatin [36] , alginate [37] , gelatin

ethacrylate (GelMA [38] ), and polyethylene glycol (PEG [39] ). Owing

o its high similarity to the native extracellular matrix (ECM), decellu-

arized ECM (d-ECM) has attracted much attention in 3D cell culture

nd has been directly used in bioprinting as a novel bioink. For ex-

mple, Choi et al. prepared dECM from muscle tissues and printed it

ith human skeletal muscle cells in a granular bath to fabricate skeletal

uscle constructs that exhibited good repair outcomes in an in vivo ex-

eriment with volumetric muscle loss (VML) mice [40] . More recently,

im et al. developed a new bioink by mixing cardiac dECM with nan-

clay and poly(ethylene glycol)-diacrylate (PEG-DA), the latter of which

as added to improve the mechanical properties after photocrosslinking

41] . 

Bioinks equipped with special physicochemical properties, such as

lectroconductive, self-healing, and shape-changing behaviors, have

lso attracted considerable attention. For example, gold nanorods have

een added to bioinks to obtain stronger electroconductivity for engi-

eering functional cardiac tissues [42] . Rastin et al. formulated a new

onductive bioink by dispensing Ti 3 C 2 MXenes, a new family of 2D tran-

ition metal carbides/nitrides, within hyaluronic acid/alginate hydro-

els for extrusion bioprinting [43] . By integrating shape-changing bio-

aterials, a 4D bioprinting strategy has been used to fabricate constructs

ith the ability to respond to time or external stimuli. For instance, Kir-

llova et al. developed a 4D bioprinting approach to fabricate hollow

elf-folding tubes (average internal diameter of 20 𝜇m) using methacry-

ated alginate (Alg-MA) and methacrylated hyaluronic acid (HA-MA).

wing to the different swelling ratios of these materials, 3D printed

wo-layer structures can self-fold into hollow tubes [44] . More recently,
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Fig. 3. Representative examples of novel building blocks: (a) High-definition single-cell bioprinting via a miniaturized cell sorter: (i) Illustration of the sorting 

process, (ii) sorted droplets with > 99.5% containing cells [46] . Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2020, Wiley; (b) Densely packed microgels serving as bioink 

and 3D bioprinting in a supporting hydrogel: (i) Fluorescent image of norbornene-modified hyaluronic acid (NorHA) microgel ink, (ii) printing microgel ink within 

a shear-thinning support hydrogel [47] . Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2018, Wiley; (c) Entangled microstrands serving as bioink and 3D printed muscle 

tissues [48] . Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2020, Wiley; (d) 3D bioprinting of cell spheroids in a self-healing hydrogel: (i) Schematic of the printing process, 

(ii) 3D printed cell spheroid assemblies [15] . Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2021, Springer Nature. 
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a  
ee et al. fabricated 4D bioprinted tissue models with high cell density

hat can spatiotemporally change shapes during culture [45] . 

Recently, innovative forms of living building blocks have also been

dded to bioink palettes. A single cell-laden droplet block is of great

nterest because it enables the fabrication of precise cell patterns and

he study of cellular interactions at the single-cell level. However, it has

een challenging to generate and manipulate droplets that contain only

ne single cell. To address this issue, Zhang et al. integrated a minia-

urized cell sorter with microfluidic devices by using a fast and reliable

uorescence-activated cell sorting approach. The ratio of droplets con-

aining one single cell after sorting reached 99.5%, while the ratio with-

ut sorting was only 10.0%. This sorter-integrated print technique can

lso be employed to print droplets containing cell pairs and other num-

ers of cells ( Fig. 3 (a)) [46] . The concept of building blocks can also be

xtended to microgels and microfibers. For extrusion bioprinting, shear-

hinning and self-healing properties are crucial to ensure good printabil-

ty and shape fidelity of the bioink. The newly emerged bioink consist-

ng of densely packed microgels fabricated by microfluidics has demon-

trated excellent shear-thinning and self-healing properties. This design

trategy for microgel-based bioinks has enabled the direct printing of a

ide range of biomaterials with good versatility ( Fig. 3 (b)) [47] . In ad-

ition to microgels, microfibers or microstrands can also serve as build-

ng blocks. For example, Kessel et al. fabricated hyaluronic acid micros-

rands by sizing a bulk hydrogel through a cell strainer, and the gener-

ted microstrands naturally formed a porous and entangled formulation

 Fig. 3 (c)). The printed structure exhibited anisotropy because of the

irectional arrangement of the microstrands during extrusion through

he nozzle, providing a potential way to reconstruct anisotropic tissues

uch as muscle [48] . 

Additionally, some recent studies have directly utilized cell

pheroids and organoids as building blocks. Ozbolat et al. developed

 bioprinting approach that manipulated cell spheroids with the assis-

ance of aspiration force and realized a high resolution of spheroid po-
 o  

4 
itions. The authors intended to show that their method can also be

xtended to other living blocks, such as tissue strands and even single

ells [49] . Similarly, Burdick et al. achieved the movement and posi-

ioning of high cell-density spheroids in a self-healing hydrogel bath

ia vacuum aspiration ( Fig. 3 (d)). Different cell spheroids in the self-

ealing hydrogel bath fused together into heterogeneous microtissues

ith high cell density and a predetermined spatial structure, which is of

reat significance for the development of high-precision models for drug

creening and disease modeling [15] . Organoids can self-organize into

hree-dimensional multicellular structures, and 3D bioprinting technol-

gy provides a promising microengineering strategy to direct the mor-

hogenetic processes of organoids. For example, Jonathan et al. suc-

essfully fabricated centimeter-scale intestinal tissue through organoid

ioprinting, highlighting its great potential in the field of drug discov-

ry, diagnostics, and regenerative medicine [50] . In another example,

ynan et al. used extrusion bioprinting to generate kidney organoids

ith highly reproducible cell amounts and viability in a high-throughput

ashion [51] . Yang et al. printed implantable hepatorganoids in a more

linically relevant example and demonstrated the promotion of mouse

urvival with liver failure [52] . Progress in the fabrication of heteroge-

eous tissue models has also been made by printing multiple types of

ells, as exemplified by the work of Kim et al., who printed neural cells

nto skeletal muscle constructs, leading to an accelerated restoration of

uscle function [53] . 

.3. Advances in the enabling technique of bioprinting 

Current enabling techniques of 3D bioprinting can be mainly di-

ided into three categories according to the geometrical dimensional-

ty of the building blocks: zero dimension (point), one dimension (line),

nd two dimensions (plane) [54] . Bioprinting techniques based on point

r droplet building blocks mainly include laser-induced forward, inkjet,
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nd valve-based bioprinting. Extrusion-based bioprinting and lithogra-

hy bioprinting are representative techniques that applying line- and

lane-shaped building blocks, respectively. In addition, novel bioprint-

ng techniques such as acoustic and magnetic bioprinting have emerged

o overcome possible cell damage during the printing process. Tian et al.

sed acoustic tweezers to precisely manipulate particles and cells, and

attern cells into predesigned arrays, which may contribute to an un-

erstanding of cellular interactions at the microscale [16] . 

In general, extrusion-based and lithography approaches are the

ost widely used and commercialized bioprinting techniques [ 25 , 55 ].

xtrusion-based bioprinting probably has the broadest applicability to

ell aggregates [50] , microgels [47] , and decellularized materials [41] .

otably, it can print biomaterials with a relatively wide range of vis-

osities [56] . Furthermore, an extrusion-based approach can be readily

sed to fabricate heterogeneous structures using a multinozzle

etup. Despite its considerable advantages, extrusion-based bio-

rinting is usually associated with poor printing resolution and

otential cell damage induced by shear stress during extrusion.

o address these issues, researchers have developed innovative

trategies, such as microfluidic printing and suspension printing.

ntegrating microfluidics with extrusion bioprinting enables the fab-

ication of more complex and heterogeneous structures. For exam-

le, Zhang et al. fabricated 3D hollow microfibrous constructs with

ow-concentration GelMA as the core phase using GelMA/alginate

ore-shell coaxial printing, providing an appropriate microenvironment

or cell growth [12] . He et al. established a large-scale thick tissue

odel with vascularized channel networks using coaxial bioprinting

57] . Renaud et al. developed a microfluidic-assisted extrusion-based

ioprinting method that can control the cell concentration in real

ime using a microfluidic dispensing print head [58] . For extrusion-

ased bioprinting, there are usually opposing requirements for struc-

ural printability and biological functionality, resulting in a limited

umber of available bioinks. Recently, suspension bioprinting has

merged to address this issue by directly printing in a suspension

ath that can provide the support for the printed structure. For example,

ee et al. developed a microgel-based supporting bath and printed excel-

ent human heart components with collagen by using freeform revisable

mbedding of suspended hydrogels, also termed the FRESH technique

 Fig. 4 (a)) [13] . 

Lithography bioprinting can be divided into stereolithography (SLA)

nd digital light processing (DLP), according to the light scanning

ethod [59] . DLP bioprinting has advanced greatly in recent years

wing to its fast printing speed, high resolution, and strong adhe-

ion between adjacent layers. For example, Grigoryan et al. fabri-

ated complex intertwined vascular networks within bulk hydrogels

sing a biocompatible food dye additive as a photoabsorber and de-

eloped a stereolithography apparatus for tissue engineering (SLATE)

 Fig. 4 (b)). Alveolar models with entangled vascular structures and

iver implantation models have been established using this open-

ource bioprinting method [60] . In addition, several prominent in

ivo 3D bioprinting studies have emerged in recent years with unique

hotocrosslinking strategies. Gou et al. developed digital near-infrared

NIR) photopolymerization (DNP)-based 3D bioprinting to obtain

acroscale tissue constructs using in vivo noninvasive printing. A

uman ear-shaped construct encapsulated with chondrocytes was

rinted inside mice as proof of concept ( Fig. 4 (c)) [61] . Later

hat year, Elvassore et al. achieved in vivo 3D bioprinting us-

ng two-photon excitation with a near-infrared laser [62] . Addi-

ionally, a new form of stereolithography bioprinting, volumetric

ioprinting, has been developed, which seems to significantly im-

rove printing efficiency and accuracy. The principle of volumetric

ioprinting is to radiate the photocrosslinkable hydrogel precur-

or, which rotates in a container, by using the DLP method

o expose different light patterns at multiple rotation angles. A

acroscale tissue model can be fabricated in several tens of

econds ( Fig. 4 (d)) [14] . 
5 
. Moving to the Next Stage: Printing Living Systems 

3D bioprinting technologies have flourished in the biomedical field,

ith pronounced developments in recent years [8] . For example, 3D

rinting has been widely used to fabricate functional tissues with hierar-

hical structures similar to their native counterparts, which may address

rgan shortages [63] . Three-dimensional printing has been used to man-

facture drug delivery systems with the potential to make a paradigm

hift owing to its advantages over customizing drugs in individually ad-

usted doses [11] . The convergence of 3D bioprinting technology and

pace biology may enable researchers to investigate the impact of space-

elated environments on human health [64] . Therefore, in this section,

e introduce the state-of-the-art advancements in 3D bioprinting for

iomedical applications, including macroscale tissue or organ bioprint-

ng, disease modeling, microphysiological systems, biobots, and bio-

rinting in space. The advantages and challenges of 3D bioprinting for

ifferent biomedical applications are presented in Table 1 . 

.1. Printing large-scale functional tissues or organs 

For decades, the field of tissue engineering has been driven by the

esire to generate engineered functional tissues or organs that can re-

air or replace malfunctioning tissues or organs. 3D printing has served

s the most promising biofabrication technique owing to its capability

o precisely deposit various types of biomaterials and cells [1] . Despite

he significant advances in 3D bioprinting for tissue engineering, suc-

ess in the preclinical stage and clinical translation of 3D-printed living

issues have been restricted to relatively simple tissues such as cartilage,

one, and skin, which consist of relatively simple structures with few cell

ypes [18] . A major roadblock exists in the 3D printing of large-scale

unctional tissues or organs that mimic the geometrical and anatomi-

al complexities contained in hierarchical vasculatures [17] . Although

onventional 3D bioprinting techniques enable a considerable extent of

tructural complexity in a layer-by-layer fashion, it is often challenging

o print complex tissues or organs encompassing geometrical features

uch as branches, thin walls, and overhangs, as most hydrogels used as

ioinks in bioprinting are too soft to provide adequate self-support [34] .

o address this issue, researchers have explored polymer frameworks as

ermanent or temporal supports for printed structures [63] . For exam-

le, Kang et al. used polycaprolactone (PCL) and Pluronic-F127 as the

ramework and sacrificial printing material, respectively, to support the

rinting of cell-laden composite hydrogels into complex human-tissue-

cale constructs such as those for mandibles and ear cartilage [77] . It

hould be noted that the retained PCL framework with a diameter of

undreds of microns may restrict the space for tissue formation and mat-

ration. Alternatively, the embedded extrusion bioprinting strategy has

ained popularity by allowing for the direct deposit of the desired bioink

nto a suspension medium, with a granular hydrogel as a representative

78] . Owing to its shear-thinning and self-healing behavior, the granu-

ar support hydrogel is capable of fluidizing around the traversing writ-

ng needle and rapidly solidifying to support the extruded bioinks be-

ind the needle. In addition to printing complex freeform constructs,

his strategy also enables the printing of a wide variety of low-viscosity

ioinks, such as collagen and dECM, which are highly desirable for the

unctional maturation of soft tissues [79] . This approach was exempli-

ed by the recent work of Lee et al. [13] , in which a collagen ink was

rinted as shell layers to support the deposition of a high-concentration

3 × 10 8 mL − 1 ) cardiomyocyte suspension and used to successfully fab-

icate a cellular contracting model of the heart’s left ventricle. Ogle

t al. generated a synchronously contracting human chambered mus-

le pump using the FRESH technique [80] . Conversely, they used the

n situ proliferation and differentiation strategy of human iPSCs (hiP-

Cs) to enhance cellular density and tissue connectivity. Furthermore,

vir et al. successfully printed a miniaturized cellular heart model con-

aining the major blood vessels by printing dECM-based bioinks in a

ybrid support medium of calcium-alginate nanoparticles and xanthan
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Fig. 4. Representative progress in enabling techniques of 3D bioprinting: (a) FRESH technique: 3D bioprinting of collagen to rebuild components of the human heart 

[13] . Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2019, AAAS; (b) SLATE technique: 3D complex structures printed by a digital light processing technique that can mimic 

human alveoli: (i) Photograph of a printed hydrogel during red blood cell (RBC) perfusion, (ii) photograph of a printed hydrogel containing the distal lung subunit 

during RBC perfusion while the air sac was ventilated with O 2 [60] . Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2019, AAAS; (c) Noninvasive in vivo bioprinting: 3D 

bioprinting of a human ear-shaped construct using digital near-infrared (NIR) photopolymerization [61] . Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2020, AAAS; (d) 

Volumetric stereolithography bioprinting: complex tissue models produced by curing the hydrogel precursor in a rotating container with multiple light patterns: 

(i) Schematic of 3D bioprinting of the human auricle model by tomographic projections, (ii) complex structures by volumetric printing [14] . Reproduced with 

permission. Copyright 2019, Wiley. 

Table 1 

Advantages and challenges of 3D bioprinting for different biomedical applications. 

Applications Advantages Challenges Refs No. 

Printing large-scale functional tissues or 

organs 

Precise depositing of biomaterials and 

cells; high degree of structural complexity 

and heterogeneity 

Achieving entirely physiological 

biomimicry and functionality; obtaining 

clinically relevant numbers of cells 

[ 35 , 63 , 65 ] 

Printing disease and cancer models Heterogeneous microenvironment; high 

throughput 

Fully recapitulating the disease dynamics; 

maintenance of parental cell phenotype 

and characteristics during in vitro culture; 

reproducibility 

[ 66 , 67 , 68 ] 

Printing microphysiological systems and 

organ-on-a-chip 

Cost-efficient; fast fabrication process; 

precise location of multitypes of cells 

Achieving high resolution as soft 

lithography does; developing bioinks with 

biocompatibility and mechanical 

robustness 

[ 69 , 70 , 71 ] 

Constructing biohybrid robots Multimaterial depositing; complex 

macroscale structure; direct combination 

of nonliving and living materials 

Tailoring micro- and nanoscale structure; 

maintaining a longer lifetime 

[ 72 , 73 , 74 ] 

Bioprinting in space Personalized product; fast fabrication 

process 

Miniaturization and automatization of a 

3D bioprinter in a space station 

[ 64 , 75 , 76 ] 

6 
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Fig. 5. 3D printing of large-scale func- 

tional tissues or organs: (a) (i) 3D print- 

ing of a miniaturized cellular human heart 

model in a suspension bath, (ii) 3D printed 

heart model with the major blood ves- 

sels, (iii) perfusion of red and blue dyes 

into the left and right ventricles, respec- 

tively [81] . Reproduced with permission. 

Copyright 2019, Wiley; (b) 3D vascular- 

ized tissues fabricated by simultaneously 

printing cell-laden bioink and sacrificial 

bioink [87] . Reproduced with permission. 

Copyright 2016, National Academy of Sci- 

ences; (c) (i) 3D printing of cardiac tissues 

in suspension media consisting of cardiac 

organoids, (ii) 3D printed cardiac tissues 

with high cellular density and vascular net- 

works [88] . Reproduced with permission. 

Copyright 2019, AAAS. 
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um ( Fig. 5 (a)) [81] . It should be noted that the printed heart construct

acked the anatomical complexity of the native heart and was still far

rom clinical application. 

In addition to structural complexity, another hurdle in engineering

arge-scale functional tissues or organs is the lack of a hierarchical vas-

ular system that ensures a constant supply of essential nutrients and

xygen to individual cells and the removal of waste [35] . Although en-

othelial cells can self-organize into rudimental capillaries and integrate

ith host vasculatures, the spontaneous process usually takes days or

eeks and fails to satisfy the metabolic demand of engineered tissues

82] . For this reason, the engineering prevascularized tissues that enable

apid perfusion after printing has become the consensus of the biofab-

ication field [83] . The past decades have witnessed a variety of engi-

eering techniques to accomplish this goal. Among them, the sacrificial

emplating strategy has become increasingly popular for engineering 3D

ascularized tissues [84] . In this strategy, sacrificial or fugitive materi-

ls, such as Pluronic F127, gelatin, and carbohydrates, are fabricated

nto temporal templates with predefined geometries, which are subse-

uently cast with parenchyma cell-laden hydrogels [85] . Upon comple-

ion of the fabrication process, the cellular constructs are crosslinked

hile the templates are dissolved or liquefied to generate hollow chan-

els, which are further seeded with endothelial cells and perfused with

xygen- and nutrient-rich culture media. This strategy is exemplified by

he work of Miller et al., who printed carbohydrates as sacrificial tem-

lates [86] . Alternatively, Lewis et al. proposed a sacrificial printing

trategy by printing cell-laden bioink and sacrificial bioink simultane-
7 
usly to create vascularized tissues ( Fig. 5 (b)) [87] . It should be stressed

hat these approaches rely on post-EC seeding to form the endothelium,

hich might result in nonuniform cell distribution, especially for large-

cale tissue constructs. To circumvent this difficulty, Dvir et al. encap-

ulated ECs within a sacrificial bioink and generated a vascularized 2D

ardiac patch by coprinting an iPSC-CM-laden ECM-based bioink and an

C-laden gelatin bioink [81] . Furthermore, Ouyang et al. incorporated a

oid-free bioprinting process with an in situ endothelialization approach

o fabricate thick tissue constructs incorporated with 3D interconnected

ndothelialized channels [35] . 

Another strategy that enables the generation of vascular channels

s omnidirectional printing in suspension baths. One major advantage

f omnidirectional printing is its capability to generate vascular chan-

els with higher degrees of biomimicry by overcoming the layer-by-

ayer deposition fashion of conventional 3D bioprinting. This strategy

ossesses a higher printing speed for large-scale vascularized tissues,

s the bulk tissue does not need to be printed line-by-line. Adapting

his strategy, Skylar-Scott et al. introduced a printing technique termed

sacrificial writing into functional tissue ” ( “SWIFT ”) by developing a

uspension medium mainly consisting of embryoid bodies from iPSCs

s organ building blocks (OBBs) [88] . The OBB-ECM slurry with unique

hear-thinning and self-healing behavior enabled the printing of sacri-

cial gelatin bioinks into cell-laden suspension media in an arbitrary

nd discrete manner. The granular OBBs fused into tissues and gelatin

ioinks were liquefied to generate a channel system after curing the

atrix by thermal gelation of the ECM solution at 37 °C ( Fig. 5 (c)). The
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Fig. 6. 3D bioprinting of disease and cancer models: (a) Cytoskeleton staining on day 5 and day 8 in a 2D planar culture and 3D bioprinted models [94] . Reproduced 

with permission. Copyright 2014, IOP Publishing; (b) Histological images of organoids derived from human lung (P1), liver (P2), and gastric (P25) tumors, and a 

comparison with their parental tumors [97] . Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2020, Elsevier; (c) Schematic of 3D bioprinting bladder tumor assembloids 

[68] . Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2020, Springer Nature. 
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esulting channels were perfusion seeded with endothelial cells to form

n endothelial layer on the lumen, which greatly enhanced cell viabil-

ty in the core of the engineered tissues. This approach could probably

ddress the enduring challenge of bioprinting regarding the engineering

f tissues with a high cell density of physiological relevance. 

.2. Printing disease and cancer models 

To date, clinical trials are still the most effective way to study the

athophysiological characteristics of a disease. Developing a new ther-

peutic drug usually takes years and millions of US dollars and is re-

tricted by ethical and safety regulations when using animal models.

herefore, it is particularly important to create alternative preclinical

isease models in vitro. In recent years, 3D in vitro disease models

ased on human cells have proven their potential to simulate the 3D

n vivo microenvironment, reproduce the interaction between patho-

ogical cells and normal cells, and regulate cellular growth and tis-

ue function. In early 2009, Li et al. from Tsinghua University in-

roduced an approach to construct 3D vascularized liver tissues by

ultinozzle bioprinting, which served as an in vitro model for drug

esting and mechanistic studies [89] . Cancer is one of the most en-

angering diseases and is discussed in this section. The occurrence,

rogression, and migration of tumors [90] involve a series of com-

lex processes, such as spatiotemporal changes, cell-microenvironment

nteractions, cell–cell interactions, and intracellular signal transmis-

ion [ 91 , 92 ], which makes the in vitro modeling of tumors extremely

hallenging. 

By accurately positioning cells, active molecules, and biomaterials,

D bioprinting provides an opportunity to construct in vitro complex

umor models with highly heterogeneous microenvironments [ 66 , 93 ].

n 2014, Zhao et al. [94] used an extrusion-based bioprinter to print

ervical tumor models using gelatin, sodium alginate, and fibrinogen.

he results revealed great differences in tumor cell morphology, pro-

ein expression, and drug resistance between 2D monoculture and 3D

ioprinted conditions ( Fig. 6 (a)). In 2019, Pang et al. [95] tracked and

onitored the epithelial-mesenchymal transformation (EMT) of tumor

ells in cervical tumor models constructed by 3D bioprinting. EMT was

uccessfully inhibited in the 3D-printed construct after treatment with

isulfiram and the EMT pathway inhibitor, C19. In another example,

anger et al. [67] bioprinted a scaffold-free model to study the tumor-

tromal interactions. Cells within bioprinted models can self-assemble

nd deposit matrix proteins, exhibiting heterogeneous responses to ther-

peutic and extrinsic signals. Despite this progress, the cells commonly
8 
sed in tumor models are immortalized cell lines, which have lost the

enetic phenotype and function of the original tumor. In 2016, the Na-

ional Cancer Institute of the United States decided to “retire ” NCI-60

60 types of human tumor cell lines grown in culture medium) from

ts drug screening program and updated the cancer model library with

resh patient samples [96] . 

Primary tumor cells derived from patients retaining most of the phys-

ological characteristics of tumor cells in vivo have gained popularity.

sing patient-derived tumor cells, a 3D bioprinted tumor model can

econstruct the in vivo tumor microenvironment and maintain the tis-

ue and structural characteristics of the original tumor tissue. Com-

ared with the patient-derived tumor xenograft (PDX) model, the 3D

ioprinting tumor model is more cost-efficient and more suitable for

xtensive drug screening. Specifically, the 3D bioprinting tumor model

an (1) reproduce the phenotype and function of parental tumor tis-

ue [67] , facilitate physiological and histological detection, and guide

atient prognosis; (2) be used to evaluate and predict the effect of a

reatment on patients before clinical trials [93] ; and (3) establish a

atient-derived cell bank [97] and track the progression of patients in

eal time. In 2019, Yi et al. [98] used 3D bioprinting technology to con-

truct a glioblastoma (GBM)-stroma chip consisting of patient-derived

umor cells, vascular endothelial cells, and a decellularized extracellu-

ar matrix. The concentric-ring chip with a radial oxygen gradient and

igh heterogeneity reconstructed the complex ecology of native tumors

n vivo. In addition, the patient-specific GBM chip model showed re-

istance to the drug combination that exhibited superior tumor killing

apabilities, reproducing the clinically observed results of the patient to

adiotherapy and temozolomide treatment. In 2020, Jiang et al. [97] de-

eloped an automated platform that could rapidly generate and pattern

niform organoids with heterogeneity using 3D bioprinting technology

ombined with the microfluidic method ( Fig. 6 b). The diameter of the

umor organoids was approximately 500 μm, and drug screening could

e completed within 1 week in a high-throughput fashion. The evalu-

tion of 31 types of anticancer drugs in 21 patients revealed a screen-

ng accuracy rate of 81.0%, indicating that bioprinted tumor organoids

ighly reproduced the drug response among individual patients. Alter-

atively, Eunjee et al. [68] developed a tumor assembloid model us-

ng 3D bioprinting technology, which could accurately simulate mature

rgan architecture and associated tissue microenvironments by 3D re-

onstruction of stem cells and stromal components ( Fig. 6 (c)). These

ssembloids exhibited similar cellular composition and gene expression

o mature organs and could mimic the in vivo regenerative response

f normal tissues to injury. Such assembloids could be used in per-
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onalized cancer treatment for individual patients, providing a unique

aradigm for the next generation of drug discovery and screening. 

.3. Printing microphysiological systems and organ-on-a-chip 

Organ-on-a-chip, a combination of in vitro cell culture techniques

ith microfluidic chips, has provided a new way to create dynamic hu-

an physiological tissue models. A small number of tissues/cells can

e isolated, cultured, manipulated, and detected in an integrated sys-

em to yield biomimetic outcomes [ 99 , 100 ]. Typically, hundreds or

housands of cellular samples, including spheroids or multicell con-

tructs, can be contained on one chip, and multiple sets of assay

ata can be obtained simultaneously, which is more cost-efficient and

aster than traditional methods such as animal models. Micro func-

ional devices, including channels, chambers, valves, and pumps, can

e further fabricated and integrated within chips using micro- and

anofabrication techniques [100] . A tiny volume of fluid (10 − 9 –10 − 8 

) flows in microchannels (1–1000 𝜇m) with mass transfer mainly

y diffusion. Controlled fluid flow enables precise parametric con-

rol of multiple systems with physiological resemblance, including

hemical gradients [101] , gas gradients [102] , fluid shear [103] , cell

patial distribution [ 104 , 105 ], interfaces [106] , and cell interactions

107] . Furthermore, by combining with external stimuli, microchips

rovide a powerful platform for the in vitro simulation of complex

icrophysiological microenvironments [108] , recapitulating drug re-

ponses at the tissue level [109] and modeling disease and physiological

alfunctions [110] . To date, many human organs, including the liver

111] , lung [110] , intestine [112] , kidney [113] , blood vessels [114] ,

nd heart [115] , have been modeled using microfluidic chips. In 2022,

he size of the microfluidic chips market is expected to reach $117 mil-

ion; eventually, the market may reach a multibillion-dollar size in the

uture. 

To date, the most widely used technique for organ-on-a-chip fabrica-

ion is soft lithography, which provides a convenient microfabrication

ethod for bioengineers [69] . By establishing an organ-on-a-chip with

 3D co-culture of hepatocytes, stellate, Kupffer, and endothelial cells,

oth et al. from Roche Pharma. found that the liver-on-a-chip exhibited

etter functionality than a 2D culture of single hepatocytes for drug

creening and hepatotoxicity detection [116] . Stelzle et al. constructed

 liver microarray with strip arrangement of hepatocytes and perfused

uid on both sides of the flow channels to facilitate hepatocyte survival

ith stable functionality for up to 7 days [117] . Ingber et al. designed

 multilayer microfluidic kidney chip separated by a porous membrane,

ith the upper layer simulating the flow of renal tubular fluid and the

ower layer as static fluid. Compared with the in vitro models under

tatic conditions, the kidney chip better simulated the fluid shear force

n renal tubular epithelial cells, and human proximal tubular epithe-

ial cells cultured in the kidney chip demonstrated better physiological

erformance [118] . To model the dynamic absorption process of the

ntestine, Ingber et al. designed an intestinal chip composed of two mi-

rofluidic channels and a porous PDMS membrane, in which the PDMS

embrane was covered with human intestinal epithelial cells and an ex-

racellular matrix [119] . Despite this progress, there remain some chal-

enges to be addressed: (1) most of the current organ-on-a-chip systems

imulate only one type of tissue/organ [120] , (2) the most widely used

DMS is hydrophobic and nonbiodegradable, making it challenging for

ells to adhere to it [109] ; (3) micrographs can only be patterned on

he 2D plane of microfluidic chips to regulate the growth and spatial

ositioning of cells [121] , whereas it is difficult to change the cell ar-

angement in the height direction [114] . 

Considering these pressing problems, 3D printing microfluidic

hips have gained popularity [70] . The 3D printing technique pro-

ides a novel processing approach that requires no complicated steps

nd specific molds with economic and efficiency improvements. Shal-

an et al. used microstereolithography to fabricate concentration gen-

rators with a 5-layer structure, which greatly simplified the prepara-
9 
ion process compared with the conventional lithography process [122] .

oreover, 3D printing technology enables the integrated formation of

 microfluidic chip consisting of a PDMS base material, hydrogels, and

acrificial materials. For instance, Lind et al. simultaneously printed six

unctional materials to enable the integration of soft strain sensors with

icroarchitectures that can guide the self-assembly of physio-mimetic

aminar cardiac tissues ( Fig. 7 (a)) [123] . Lee et al. fabricated integrated

ndothelialized liver microarrays using 3D bioprinting. This printed chip

emonstrated a significantly lower uptake of small molecule proteins

han that of the conventional PDMS chip ( Fig. 7 (b)) [124] . Homan et al.

uccessfully constructed a renal proximal tubule (PT) chip using a four-

ozzle jet 3D bioprinter, exhibiting cell polarity, epithelial barrier func-

ion, and albumin uptake ( Fig. 7 (c)) [125] . Alternatively, Ouyang et al.

abricated hydrogel-based microfluidic devices in PDMS chambers by

oid-free 3D printing and in situ endothelialization, which allowed for

n extended perfusion culture ( Fig. 7 (d)) [36] . Furthermore, 3D print-

ng enables crosstalk between multiple organ-specific cells in printed

icrophysiological systems. Skardal et al. printed microarrays contain-

ng three organ-specific cells (liver, heart, and lung), demonstrating that

he multiorgan chip simulated the metabolic processes of drugs more

ccurately and could be used to detect drug toxicity that could not be

etected by a single-organ chip ( Fig. 7 (e)) [71] . In summary, 3D printing

echnology has revolutionized the field of organ-on-a-chip more conve-

iently and efficiently, which would greatly facilitate the translational

pplications of organ-on-a-chip systems. 

.4. Constructing biohyrid robots 

With the rapid development of biomanufacturing technologies

nd advances in tissue engineering, biohybrid robots (biobots),

nd intelligent miniaturized robots constructed by integrat-

ng living cells with soft materials have attracted extensive

ttention and research interest [126] . In 2005, Xi et al. created

he first walking biobot driven by cardiomyocytes, with a walking

peed of up to 38 𝜇m/s [127] . Since then, inspired by nature, re-

earchers have designed various biobots with biomimetic behaviors and

unctions by employing biological components with contractile cells as

ctuators. To date, various types of living cells and tissues, including

ardiomyocytes, skeletal muscle cells, and optogenetic neuromuscular

issues, have been used as biological actuators for biohybrid robots

128] . Typically, a single cardiomyocyte with a length of approximately

00 𝜇m can generate a contraction force of at least 1 𝜇N, making them

uitable for actuating biobots [129] . For instance, Yoon et al. de-

igned microcylinder bioactuators by capitalizing on the spontaneous

ontractility of neonatal rat ventricular cardiomyocytes [130] , while

hang et al. created a swimming guppy-shaped biobot driven by

ardiomyocytes [131] . 

3D bioprinting and microfabrication techniques, including micro-

olding and etching approaches, have offered great capabilities for

ailoring soft substrates and materials with specific shapes to re-

uce potential hydraulic resistance and microstructures to guide cel-

ular alignment [72] . For instance, Bashir et al. developed a walking

achine with skeletons fabricated via stereolithographic 3D printing

echnology to mimic the in vivo musculoskeletal system ( Fig. 8 (a))

132] . The biomimetic skeleton consisting of a flexible beam with pil-

ars at both ends was positioned in a customized mold filled with

2C12 cells and a hydrogel matrix to form mature skeletal muscle

trips. Under electrical pulse stimulation, the 3D printed walking ma-

hine was powered by C2C12-derived muscle strips with a passive

ension force of 1.7 mN and an active tension of 300 mN. Further-

ore, by tailoring the substrate with specific surface morphologies

r chemical gradients, the alignment of cardiomyocytes and muscle

ells could be induced to enhance their contractile force and thus the

erformance of biobots [133] . For instance, Parker et al. printed an

nstrumented cardiac microphysiological device with parallel mi-

rogrooves of a PDMS substrate to effectively promote the self-assembly
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Fig. 7. 3D printing of an organ-on-a-chip: (a) 3D printed cardiac microphysiological device with a strain sensor [123] . Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2017, 

Springer Nature; (b) (i) 3D printing of endothelialized liver microarrays, (ii) heterogeneous cell distribution shown by the fluorescent image [116] . Reproduced with 

permission. Copyright 2016, Royal Society of Chemistry; (c) 3D printed renal proximal tubule chip [125] . Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2016, Springer 

Nature; (d) Void-free 3D printing for in situ microfluidic perfusion [36] . Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2020, Wiley; (e) Organ-on-a-chip system with a 

liver, cardiac, and lung module [71] . Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2017, Springer Nature. 
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[  
nd contractile performance of cardiomyocytes [134] . Alternatively,

hrough microcontact printing, the PDMS film could be patterned with

bronectin lines, on which cardiomyocytes were guided to form discrete

uscle fibers with uniaxial alignment [135] . 

By combining advanced biomanufacturing techniques with artifi-

ial materials, various biobots, including crawlers, swimmers, jumpers,

nd rollers, have been developed thus far, showing great poten-

ial for a wide range of applications [173]. Sun et al. developed a

aterpillar-shaped biohybrid robot driven by primary cardiomyocytes

nd used it as a potential platform for drug screening [136] . The

pontaneous beating of cardiomyocytes deformed the soft substrate,

eading to the crawling of biobots and structural color variation.

y incorporating external stimulations such as electrical [137] , mag-

etic [138] , and optical stimulations [139] , biohybrid bots can per-

orm various biological behaviors and missions with flexibility and

daptability. For instance, Parker et al. presented a novel tissue-

ngineered jellyfish-like biobot with biomimetic propulsion actuated

y cardiomyocytes under an electric stimulation [140] . Furthermore,

hey created an artificial ray fish with controllable locomotion using

ptogenetic cardiomyocytes and optical manipulation ( Fig. 8 (b)) [74] .

ardiomyocytes were engineered via the lentivirus method to allow

he expression of light-responsive proteins, that is, channelrhodopsin-

 (ChR2). Therefore, guided by light, the artificial ray fish could pro-

el itself by the forward thrust due to the undulatory motion of fins

nd even swim through obstacles at a high speed. This work laid

he foundation for developing autonomous and adaptive biohybrid

obots, which possess great potential as miniaturized medical robots
 T  

10 
n minimally invasive surgery for sensing and tracking that can guide

he operation of surgeons. Compared with traditional soft robots, bio-

ybrid robots have several advantages, including miniaturized features,

ntrinsic softness, remarkable energy conversion efficiency, and envi-

onmental compatibility. Despite the significant progress made in the

ast decade, the field of biohybrid robots is still in its infancy, with

hallenges such as relatively short lifetimes. 

.5. Bioprinting in space 

With the development of space technology, space has become an

mportant strategic high ground that many countries are competing to

eize. Space exploration has also become a new engine of economic de-

elopment. Long-term and long-distance exploration missions to land

r even emigrate to the Moon or Mars are widely regarded as the next

mportant goal of human space exploration. However, long-distance

pace flight still faces significant safety and health risks due to limited

round support. Considering that life can self-replicate and self-repair,

t is expected that organisms can be used as raw materials to produce

ood, fuel, customized tools, smart fabrics, and even organs in orbit

hrough bioprinting in the future. For example, with cells isolated from

stronauts and expansion in vitro, 3D bioprinting can be used to con-

truct transplantable tissues/organs for space accidents, which is benefi-

ial for providing alternative treatment options for an accidental injury

hat may occur during a long-distance interstellar exploration mission

75] . To date, commercial companies such as 3D Bioprinting Solutions,

echshot, and nScrypt have conducted a series of 3D bioprinting exper-
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Fig. 8. Representative examples of biohybrid robots: (a) (i) Schematic of a miniaturized walking biohybrid robot fabricated via stereolithographic 3D printing 

technology, (ii) walking behavior of a biohybrid robot driven by cardiomyocytes [132] . Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2012, Springer Nature; (b) (i) An 

artificial stingray with a 4-layer structure controlled by optical stimulation, (ii) cell alignment and nanostructure of an engineered stingray [74] . Reproduced with 

permission. Copyright 2016, AAAS. 
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ments in space, which mainly used extrusion bioprinting and magnetic

evitation strategies [141] . Magnetic levitation bioprinting is an emerg-

ng scaffold-free assembly technology. Under microgravity conditions

n space, the obstructive effect of gravity on magnetic particles is sig-

ificantly reduced. Therefore, a magnetic levitation biological assembly

an be achieved using a lower concentration of toxic paramagnetic me-

ia [142] . At the end of 2018, Russian astronauts used a 3D bioprinter

rom Invitro Medical to print human cartilage tissue and rodent thyroid

issue in orbit for the first time at the International Space Station (ISS)

 Fig. 9 (a)) [143] . The printer supported the cultivation of a variety of

rgans in orbit, including those that are sensitive to radiation, to eval-

ate the adverse effects of cosmic radiation, which laid the technical

oundation for 3D bioprinting of human organs in space. 

The direct use of animal cells for bio-3D printing to make food in

pace promises to address the problem of food shortage during long-

istance space travel [64] . In 2019, Aleph Farms cooperated with 3D

ioprinting Solutions, and two other British companies to successfully

abricate the first artificial meat by space bioprinting in a magnetic

uspension ( Fig. 9 (b)) [144] . On Earth, gravity prevents molecules

rom uniformly making contact and nucleating to form large molecu-

ar weight crystals. 3D Bioprinting Solutions used a magnetic trap at

he center of a magnetic 3D bioprinter to generate a gradient magnetic

eld to induce the creation of high-quality protein crystals ( Fig. 9 (c))

145] . Most of the crystals obtained exhibited a regular form, ranging

n size from 300 to 1500 μm. This research will help scientists create

ore effective drugs that affect viruses and bacteria at the molecular

evel. The NASA-affiliated BioServe Space Technologies Research Cen-

er and the University of Colorado have also launched a research project

alled “Magnetic 3D Cell Culture ”. Researchers have used the magnetic

evitation method to print nanoscale gold atoms into a polymer matrix

ontaining human lung cancer cells. As gold atoms can quickly adhere
 d  

11 
o the cell membranes of lung cancer cells and can be controlled by

 magnetic field, they can be used to manipulate the cells and to form

omplex patterns with precise positioning, which is of great significance

or ongoing research on the International Space Station [146] . In addi-

ion, Russian researchers used magnetic levitation bioprinting to study

he aggressiveness of bacteria and their resistance to antibiotics under

pace conditions [147] . Extrusion 3D printing has advantages such as

imple equipment, wide applicability of biomaterials, and good cyto-

ompatibility. In January 2020, Techshot, a US microgravity equipment

anufacturer, successfully printed heart structures using cardiac cells

n the ISS, which was the first time human organs such as the heart

nd lungs were manufactured in space [148] . A human body that is

ubjected to an extended state of weightlessness will experience many

roblems, such as poor blood flow, muscle atrophy, and bone mass re-

uction. A research team at the Technical University of Dresden (TUD)

ecently collected autologous stem cells of astronauts and added cal-

ium phosphate cement as a structural support material to print skin

nd bone tissues using extrusion bioprinting in space [76] . In addition

o engineering human tissue constructs for medical use, 3D bioprinting

n space can also be used to study the effects of microgravity and cosmic

adiation on human tissues, which is of great significance in expanding

ur understanding of space travel. Despite very limited studies and re-

orts, we believe that the field of 3D bioprinting in space will continue

o gain popularity in the future. 

. Perspectives 

.1. Time matters: 3D bioprinting for better growth of organs 

Although 3D bioprinting has significantly advanced in the past

ecades such that 3D tissue-mimetic in vitro structures can now be fab-
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Fig. 9. Bioprinting in space: (a) 3D printing of human cartilage tissue in orbit at the International Space Station [75] . Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2020, 

AAAS; (b) 3D bioprinted artificial meat in space [144] . Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2019, Frontiers; (c) 3D printed high-quality protein crystals by 

magnetic suspension assembly [145] 
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e  
icated, obstacles remain to be overcome to achieve the ultimate goal

f printing an entire organ. An organ is inherently complex owing to its

ierarchical organization of multiple types of tissues and cells, whose

icroenvironment involves dynamic and heterogeneous cell–cell and

ell-ECM interactions. Tissue stem cells are responsible for tissue main-

enance and regeneration through a balance of proliferation and differ-

ntiation that is influenced by the local ECM microenvironment, which

s defined as their niche [149] . The orchestrated cellular behaviors of

tem cells that are located in their niche are regulated by neighboring

ells as well as the tissue-specific ECM [150] , which provides both phys-

cal and biochemical cues. Moreover, during dynamic morphogenesis

nd organogenesis, time is critically emphasized in addition to solely

onsidering the 3D spatial location of the cells and the ECM and is re-

erred to as the fourth dimension (4D). It would be of expectation that,

n the future, an organ could be fabricated in vitro by combining bio-

rinting and culturing. Therefore, the current progress focuses on inte-

rating a 4D culture into 3D bioprinting to improve tissue growth and

aturation after depositing cells in the desired spatial location. 

Several emerging strategies target seeded cells and bioink materi-

ls with time tunability. Together with predominant cells, stromal cells

ould be added to the bioink to secrete and remodel the ECM dur-

ng coculture postprinting [151] . Cell aggregates and organoids formed

hrough self-assembly and cell sorting from single cells could be ap-

lied as modular bioprinting building blocks and could further grow

ver time to form an engineered system [152] . The bioink can be de-

igned with tunable spatiotemporal properties that aid dynamic cellular

rocesses while forming tissue constructs. The dynamic properties of

he bioink could either be passive or active; moreover, a bioink could

e engineered to have passive reversible cross-links by using the Schiff-

ase reaction [153] , a boronate ester [154] , the Diels–Alder reaction

155] , and oxime ligation [156] , which results in a bioink that exhibits

elf-healing and stress relaxation behavior versus time [157] . Such prop-

rties are believed to promote cell-ECM interactions through mechan-

transduction signaling via integrin sensing [158] . In addition, attempts

ave been made to cross-link hydrogels with matrix metalloproteinase

MMP)-degradable peptides to regulate the embedding hydrogel stiff-

ess by passive cellular degradation [159] . The bioink can also be mod-

fied to actively respond to a series of external physical factors, including

ight, sonic, thermal, electric, and magnetic fields [159] . In response to

hysical factors as triggers, the bioink can spatiotemporally crosslink,
12 
egrade, release, or bind specific biochemical cues such as growth fac-

ors, peptides, and bioactive molecules [160] . Photoresponsive hydro-

els that undergo adjustments over time can support cellular processes,

nd their behaviors have been explored [161] . Although the current

esolution of the commonly used extrusion-based bioprinting could not

eet the requirements for constructing a stem cell niche to generate

roliferative tissue, it is hoped that a preliminary tissue construct could

e fabricated through conventional bioprinting approaches based on the

esponsive bioink and then further engineered or micropatterned with

xternal stimuli (e.g., light). 

.2. Challenges: from bench to bedside 

Over the past decades, bioprinting has considerably advanced the en-

ineering of tissues and organs; however, the majority of these endeav-

rs have been conducted in vitro. In this context, 3D tissue constructs are

ioprinted and cultured in vitro for maturation before implantation in

ivo. Recently, the concept of patient-specific in situ or in vivo bioprint-

ng, in which constructs are directly printed in vivo at the injury site,

as gained popularity [162] . Defect imaging, data analysis, preoperative

lanning, and bioprinting are performed consecutively in a surgical set-

ing. The in vivo bioprinting of tissue substitutes into the target sites is

ighly beneficial, as the patient’s body serves as an ideal bioreactor, and

here is no need for an in vitro postprinting maturation process [163] .

ecently, researchers have achieved in situ repair of bone and cartilage

efects using 3D scanning and in vivo printing [164] . By using min-

mally invasive procedures or using a miniaturized printing platform,

oninvasive in vivo printing has become feasible for the in situ repair

f internal injuries [165] . For example, Xu et al. developed a micro bio-

rinting platform that can be installed onto an endoscope that is then

onveyed into the human body and successfully printed patterned cellu-

ar structures at a gastric wound site [166] . Alternatively, near-infrared

hotopolymerization-based stereolithography has emerged as a promis-

ng noninvasive in vivo bioprinting strategy as it allows for the curing

f subcutaneously injected cell-laden bioink using patterned NIR irradi-

tion [61] . Despite rapid progress, the field of in vivo bioprinting is still

n its infancy and faces many challenges associated with translational

pplications, such as vascularization and integration with host tissues. 

There are substantial challenges associated with the cost-

ffectiveness and regulation of bioprinted tissues for personalized
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herapy. To date, efficient cell expansion techniques are still needed to

enerate clinically relevant numbers of cells [167] . For instance, the

dult human heart consists of approximately 4 billion cardiomyocytes

CMs), which possess a very limited self-renewal capacity. Although

ighly efficient differentiation protocols of hiPSC-CMs have been

stablished in 2D culture, scaling up to 10 9 cells would be time-

onsuming and labor-intensive (at least a hundred of 100-mm dishes

re needed). Alternatively, 3D suspension differentiation platforms

uch as microcarriers are more space efficient; unfortunately, the

omplicated procedures for attaining a highly pure CM culture are

articularly costly. Despite the easy accessibility, expandability, and

apability of iPSCs to give rise to almost any cell type, in vitro culture

nd expansion may accompany changes in iPSC phenotypes and even

eadly mutations [168] . The potential of iPSC tumorigenicity remains

o be addressed before translational application. Alternatively, human

eukocyte antigen (HLA)-matched hiPSC tissue banks could be a valu-

ble source for therapeutic transplantations that can overcome immune

ejection by the host [169] . However, the development of an allogeneic

ell bank would require concerted efforts from the international society

o obtain sufficient tissue repositories, considering the complexities of

thnic diversity. The translational application of 3D bioprinted tissues

lso faces regulatory challenges, as they are intrinsically different from

onventional clinical products owing to the complexity of the thera-

eutic mechanism and as-yet-unknown long-term effects in the human

ody [170] . Therefore, there is an urgent need for standardization

nd quality control guidelines for the bioprinting process covering

iomaterials (i.e., bioinks), cell sources, and cell culture media to

nsure the safety, efficacy, and reproducibility of 3D bioprinted tissues.

dditionally, the cryopreservation and transportation of 3D bioprinted

issues should be taken into consideration. Despite all the challenges

entioned above, we believe that 3D bioprinting of functional tissues

nd organs will continue to develop with rapid progress. 

. Conclusions 

In summary, 3D bioprinting has served as a promising approach for

ngineering complex tissues, offering precise control over cellular build-

ng blocks to recapitulate the intricate hierarchy and complexity of na-

ive human tissues. Recent advances in the innovative forms of living

uilding blocks and enabling bioprinting techniques have greatly ex-

anded the capability to engineer more complex and functional tissues

nd further extend their applications in engineering disease models, mi-

rophysiological systems, and biobots. However, many challenges still

eed to be addressed before translational applications, including, but

ot limited to, low printing resolution and speed, lack of vasculariza-

ion and innervation, and poor functionality. With the convergence of

dvanced microfabrication techniques, stem cells, and smart biomate-

ials, we anticipate an accelerated development of 3D bioprinting for

ngineering complex living systems, which may not necessarily possess

he exact anatomical structures of native tissues or organs but should

ossess the required tissue functionalities. 
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